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Toward Artificial Sapience: Principles and Methods for Wise SystemsSpringer, 2007
The current attempt to emulate human sapience (wisdom) by artificial means should be a step in the right direction beyond the Artificial/Computational Intelligence and Soft Computing disciplines, but is it warranted? Have humans achieved a level of modeling smart systems that justifies talking about sapience-wisdom?
This book presents...
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Adobe Flash 11 Stage3D (Molehill) Game Programming Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2011


	Adobe's Stage3D (previously codenamed Molehill) is a set of 3D APIs that has brought 3D to the Flash platform. Being a completely new technology, there were almost no resources to get you acquainted with this revolutionary platform, until now.




	This book will show you how to make your very own next-gen 3D games in Flash. If...
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YUI 3 CookbookO'Reilly, 2012

	
		Solve a wide range of problems in your web application quickly and efficiently with the Yahoo! User Interface Library (YUI). With this definitive, getting-started guide to version 3 of the popular open source JavaScript library, you’ll learn how to address many of the most common and challenging problems that web development...
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Digital Photography SimplifiedVisual, 2011

	Go from digital photography set up to print out with this easy-to-understand visual resource


	Digital photography makes taking pictures easier, but learning the tools to develop and manipulate those pictures can be a bit overwhelming. This full-color guide demystifies the latest digital camera models and their features and...
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Why We Are Restless: On the Modern Quest for Contentment (New Forum Books, 65)Princeton Press, 2021

	
		A compelling exploration of how our pursuit of happiness makes us unhappy

		

		We live in an age of unprecedented prosperity, yet everywhere we see signs that our pursuit of happiness has proven fruitless. Dissatisfied, we seek change for the sake of change?even if it means undermining the foundations of our...
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InDesign Type : Professional Typography with Adobe InDesign CS2Adobe Press, 2006
It's no mystery why InDesign has become the premier page layout program: It offers great tools-not least among them its sophisticated typographic controls. Here to show you how to take advantage of them is the first book devoted solely to that topic. Whether you're a graphics pros migrating from InDesign's long-entrenched competitor QuarkXPress or...
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Build Your Own Wicked Wordpress ThemesSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2010

	
		Wicked WordPress Themes is a step-by-step guide to creating beautiful themes for the world's most popular CMS, WordPress.

		

		By following the book's advice, readers can produce designs that are aesthetically stunning, consistent, and for-purpose -whether it's for their own use, or to drive a high price on...
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Anatomy & Physiology for Speech, Language, and HearingPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		NOTE: This book comes with supplementary content on a PluralPlus companion website. If you purchase or rent a used copy of the printed book, the code to access the website printed inside the book may have been previously redeemed/used or be incorrect and you will not be able to use it. To guarantee access to the website, it is...
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Mac OS X Panther Hacks: 100 Industrial Strength Tips & ToolsO'Reilly, 2004
Like the animal it's named for, Mac OS X Panther is beautiful, sleek, superbly efficient, dangerously alluring, and all muscle under the surface. Beneath its appealing interface, it's a hard-working machine. Those coming to Mac OS X from previous incarnations of the operating system recognize much of the friendly face of the Macintosh they're used...
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Canon EOS 5D Mark II Digital Field GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Easy-to-understand techniques for getting the most from your Canon EOS 5D Mark II DSLR

At nearly $3,000 for the body only, the Canon 5D Mark II DSLR is for amateurs and semi-professionals who are serious about taking great photos-and this go-anywhere guide shares insight for doing just that. Authors Charlotte Lowrie and Brian McLernon walk...
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Head First Web Design (A Brain Friendly Guide)O'Reilly, 2009
Want to know how to make your pages look beautiful, communicate your message effectively, guide visitors through your website with ease, and get everything approved by the accessibility and usability police at the same time? Head First Web Design is your ticket to mastering all of these complex topics, and understanding what's really going...
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Expert F# (Expert's Voice in .Net)Apress, 2007
Expert F# is about practical programming in a beautiful language that puts the power and elegance of functional programming into the hands of .NET developers. In combination with .NET, F# achieves unrivaled levels of programmer productivity and program clarity. This books serves as
	The authoritative guide to F# by the...
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